The preliminary results of a surveillance system set up for real time monitoring activities along a pipeline and analyzing for possible threats are presented. The system consists of a phi-OTDR based sensor used to monitor vibrations along an optical fiber combined with a pattern recognition system that classifies the recorded signals. The acoustic traces generated by the activities of different machines at various locations along a pipeline were recorded in the field. The signals, corresponding to machinery activities, were clearly distinguished from background noise. A threat classification rate of 68.11% with 55.55% false alarms was obtained.
INTRODUCTION
The transmission by pipeline is by far the most sustainable and safest transmission method in order to transport the energy from the producing facilities to the various end-users. It goes without saying that special attention has to be paid by the system operators with a view to ensuring that these infrastructures are operated safely at all time, particularly when they cross urban areas. Despite all safeguard measures taken by the system operators, energy transmission is an industrial activity, and as such, the zero risk does not exist. It should nevertheless be noted that most incidents involving natural gas transmission infrastructures occur when pipelines are damaged by third party works in their vicinity, some of which unfortunately lead to human casualties. Furthermore, the interruption of energy supply and leaked fuel associated with such pipeline accidents does also lead to high economic losses (as a consequence of supply disruption) and environmental damage.
There is therefore a high demand for cost-effective solutions for continuous monitoring of potential threats to the integrity of pipelines. Considering the size and linearity of these infrastructures, often reaching hundreds of kilometers, distributed optical fiber sensing (DOFS) technology is particularly well-suited for this task, as it allows the monitoring of large distances with a single interrogation unit. Within DOFS, the use of vibration-based sensing to monitor activities near a pipeline represents a promising solution as it can recognize potential threats and alert for a preventive action to be undertaken. In addition, pattern recognition software can be used to distinguish between different activities, thus decreasing the number of false alarms and increasing the cost-effectiveness of the system. Combined with conventional existing pipeline protection activities (such as helicopter flights, foot patrol or monitoring of (un)announced activities), a permanent supervision system for vibration monitoring of localized threat activities can significantly increase the early detection of possible threats and decrease the response time.
In this paper, preliminary results of a pipeline surveillance system are presented. The system is set up for real time monitoring and distinguishing between different types of activities (potentially harmful or not) occurring along a pipeline. It is developed under a GERG (The European Gas Research Group) project entitled PIT-STOP (Early Detection of Pipeline Integrity Threats using a SmarT Fiber-OPtic Surveillance System). This project is supported by three GERG 
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The initial results, with respect to threat classification, are promising, given the high complexity of the task. They obtain a true alarm classification rate of 68.11% (i.e., "threat" activities correctly classified as "threat" activities) with a 55.55% rate of false alarms (i.e., "non-threat" activities being classified as "threat" activities). 
CONCLUSIONS
The preliminary results of the PIT-STOP surveillance system (hardware+software), installed along an operational industrial gas transportation pipeline, have been presented. The hardware system was able to detect and record specific activities along the pipeline. Furthermore, the software system is able to distinguish different activities and evaluate whether they represent or not an actual threat to the integrity of the pipeline. A classification rate of true alarms of 68.11% with 55.55% of false alarms was obtained.
These results are promising and proof the feasibility of the system. Future work will focus on noise reduction techniques aiming at extracting a more robust set of feature vectors, new strategies to deal with the non-linear behavior of the sensing system, and on new classification algorithms, aiming at improving the TRS classification accuracy.
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